
PROFESSOR ERIC TSANG AND
THE WAY OF GREAT LEARNING

BY HUANG TAI

What contribution is an honorary professor
from Hong Kong likely to make to a mainland
university?

The popular Hong Kong actor EricTsang (in Mandarin pinyin,
Zeng Zhiwei)1 seems to be establishing himself as a sage, as if
claiming an ancestral vocation.More than 2,000 years ago,
Zengzi, a disciple of Confucius,wrote a thin book entitled Great
Learning (Daxue),which gave him everlasting fame and honor.2

Since the Song Dynasty,when Zhu Xi3 included this book inThe
Four Books,Great Learning has been a bible for the Chinese. For
over a thousand years, Chinese scholars have spent their lives
delving into this book and have paid constant homage to Zengzi
in a way that no movie star, in his quest for fame and riches, can
ever hope for.Although their common surname is not evidence
that EricTsang can claim the great sage as his ancestor, his suc-
cess and fame might be indicative of a genetic connection.
Perhaps it was a desire for similar fame that inspired Hainan

Normal University4 to name EricTsang as honorary dean and
visiting professor of itsArts Institute, upon which it recently
bestowed a plaque emblazoned in gold with the name “Eric
TsangArt Institute.” Since then, the Hainan Normal University
has received a flood of donations and a burst of publicity. Of
course, this is a win-win transaction.Mr.Tsang—no,we had
better address him as ProfessorTsang—now has something to
report for the consolation of his ancestor’s soul.TheWay of Great
Learning has acquired a fit successor to propagate its teachings
through theWay of the University,5 may the heavens be praised!
Hainan Normal University is not alone in its perspicacity. In

recent years, it has become commonplace for Chinese univer-
sities to name screen stars, officials and millionaires as hon-
orary professors.There is no indication that universities have
begun to tire of the practice, or that supply outstrips demand.
With an apparently unquenchable market for movie star pro-
fessors, it is much more profitable for a school to invest in this
area than to hire scholars or experts as professors. Universities
are becoming increasingly business-savvy, a result of the indus-
trialization of education.The value of an honorary professor
does not lie in the depths of his or her knowledge, but in how
well a famous personage can attract the notice of parents and
students and bring the cash rolling in.

To Hainan Normal University, it is irrelevant whether Profes-
sorTsang has written any scholarly monographs or attained any
other academic achievements. If some modern equivalent of Cao
Xueqin6 walked into the Human Resources Department of
Hainan Normal University tomorrow, he would be lucky to get
a job that would keep body and soul together. Does the univer-
sity have any real need for the humanities? Only if the humani-
ties can bring the university some economic benefit in
accordance with market standards.The great sage Zengzi has
long been given the cold shoulder, and hisWay of Great Learn-
ing has likewise gone by the wayside. It is the emergence of Pro-
fessorTsang that shows us theWay of the University in today’s
China.
Zengzi said, “The way of great learning is to make virtue

manifest, renovate the people and achieve the ultimate good-
ness.”This approach has become obsolete. Zengzi saw virtue as
a basic human quality, and held that people are born virtuous,
but that living environment and local customs make people
behave differently. Starting out with the same basic nature,
some people become sages and some become thieves.To make
virtue manifest is to bring out the best in people and exploit
their full potential through education.To renovate the people is
to use education to steer people away from evil and toward
goodness, and help them constantly renew themselves.To
achieve the ultimate goodness is to purge all evil impulses and
allow human goodness to reach its full expression, achieving
perfect unity between man and the universe. Of course, this is
an ideal and also the life goal of learning.This is the ancient
people’sWay of Great Learning, the realWay of the University.
But whoever advocates thisWay of the University today will be
ridiculed as a moralist with no understanding of the times.

Whoever advocates theWay of Great
Learning today will be ridiculed as
a moralist with no understanding of
the times

So what is today’sWay of the University? Universities such
as Hainan Normal University that busy themselves bestowing
honorary professorships on movie stars effectively declare that



fame and fortune is theWay of the University.What is a profes-
sor? Someone who teaches.What do these movie star professors
teach their students?The pursuit of fame and riches, expressed
not only through their verbal instruction, but from their very
physical embodiment.The effect of their example is enormous,
and it must be obvious what kinds of students will come out of
universities that employ movies stars as models.
The desire for quick success and instant profit is sympto-

matic of a fickle mentality, but education is a long-term strat-
egy at the bedrock of building a nation.TheWay of the
University, in the traditional sense of theWay of Great Learn-
ing, is a heavy responsibility and a long road that requires
great thought and caution on the part of those who run the
universities.Whenever I see a news item about another movie
star being appointed an honorary professorship, I cannot help
but wonder if theWay of the University has run off course, or
if it has come to a dead end.

Translated byWei Liu

The original Chinese article was posted on theWeb site of
Democracy Forum, http://www.asiademo.org/read.php?
charcode=GB2312&id=7392.

EDITOR’S NOTES
1. EricTsang is one of Hong Kong’s most well-known entertainers. He

contributes actively to Buddhist charities, but also makes frequent

appearances in local tabloid news. For a brief biography and filmogra-

phy, see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eric_Tsang.

2. Zengzi (also known as Zheng Shen or Ziyu), 505 B.C.–436 B.C., is

credited with authorship of most of The Great Learning, which expresses

many themes of Chinese philosophy and political thinking, links indi-

vidual self-cultivation with higher goals such as ultimate world peace,

and identifies Confucianism as being of this world rather than focused

on another world.

3. Zhu Xi (or Chu Hsi), 1130–1200, became the most influential ratio-

nalist Neo-Confucian in China through his synthesis of fundamental

Confucian concepts and his grouping of the Four Books.

4. Founded in 1949, Hainan Normal University is the oldest institution

of higher learning in Hainan Province, and is the province’s only uni-

versity for teacher education. See http://www.chinatefl.com/hainan/

teach/hnsfdxzy.htm.

5. The Chinese characters for “Great Learning” are the same as for the

term “university.”

6. Author of the peerless Qing Dynasty classic, The Dream of the Red Chamber.

Hong Kong entertainer Eric Tsang shortly after receiving a “Humanitarian of the Year” award at the CineAsia convention in Beijing in December 2005.

Photo: Associated Press
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